
Cable Crossover Machines

GymRatZ Commercial Cable Crossover is designed for professional use in health 
clubs, fitness centres, and the very toughest of gyms. The equipment is 
engineered to withstand constant daily use is second to none - we wouldn't put 
our name to anything else!

Price: £2,995.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-cable-crossover

Full-size Adjustable Cable Crossover with quick-change knobs and multi-weight 
labelled weight stacks (100kg each). Rear weight stack shrouds and chin bar 
come as standard.

Price: £3,395.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-adjustable-cable-crossover

GymRatZ Dual Adjustable Pulley Machine proves to be one of the most versatile 
items you could equip your gym with. This mini Cable Crossover will prove a big 
success in small gymnasiums and rehabilitation centres.

Price from£2,610.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-dual-adjustable-pulley

The multi-use Single Adjustable Pulley is ideal for a busy gym trying to make the 
most of their training area, as the multi-position cable adjustment allows for a wide 
variety of training exercises, but the SAP only takes up a small amount of space. 
With the aforementioned in mind, you may wish

Price: £1,745.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-single-adjustable-pulley

The GymRatZ GR4 6-Station Multi-gym is a favourite with off-shore platforms, 
whereby hard-wearing & easy-to-use gym equipment is a must. The GR4 Multi-
Station is built from heavy-gauge steel and features extra thick padding (2") and 
durable leather upholstery.

Price: £6,995.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-gr4-multi-station
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Spec-wise and build-wise, the Korean made Body-X Dual Adjustable Pulley falls 
somewhere between the Body-Solid GDCC200 Functional Trainer (that we 
suggest for top-end home-use) and the GymRatZ Dual Adjustable Pulley 
(suggested for heavy-duty commercial-use). So, if you're a PT on a budget, then

RRP: £1,695.00

Our Price: £1,495.00
You Save: £200.00 - 12 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/dual-adjustable-pulley

Full Commercial Dual Adjustable Pulley with quick-change knobs and colour-
coded 100kg (each) weight stacks. Weight stack shrouds and chin bar come as 
standard. Modern premium grade oval tube for up to the minute styling and 
functional training. Built to last, dressed to impress... Easy decision !

Price: £2,795.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gq-dual-adjustable-pulley-compact

York Barbell space saving angled STS Commercial Cable Crossover/Dual 
Adjustable Pulley. 

Price: £2,332.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/york-sts-angled-cable-crossover

New range for 2020 he versatile light commercial multigym The Rhino G4 . Based 
around smith machine it has everything a home gym or personal training studio 
could wish for. Add to the fact that the space occupied by the Rhino and other 
popular Smith MultiGyms is no bigger than that of a rack

Price from£5,190.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/rhino-g4-strength-machine

Image Unavailable Pro Strength multi-gym. Based around a commercial smith machine and a dual 
weight stack D.A.P. (Dual Adjustable Pulley) it has everything a home gym or 
personal training studio could wish for. Add to the fact that the space occupied is 
no bigger than that of a regular power cage

RRP from: £5,190.00

Our Price from£3,594.00
You Save: £1,596.00 - 31 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/pro-strength-all-in-one-machine
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